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General News Agency set to launch
GNA is ready to launch

Las Vegas, 31.10.2012, 11:44 Time

USPA NEWS - The time has come: America's news portal General News Agency (GNA) is ready to launch. The online portal will go
live on October 30, 2012.

In the meantime, registration under www.gna24.com is already open. And it's free.

The new portal doesn't just offer a benefit for readers but for anyone who feels a journalistic calling to provide content.

More than just a press portal

GNA is no common press portal.
Every day, we publish professional press releases, and anyone may contribute. GNA is currently seeking reporters who want to
publish articles and photos to showcase their work while exploring interesting ways to earn money, such as through Google AdSense
or by marketing their own articles or photos.

Abundant advantages await

Registration is free for everyone. In addition, all GNA reporters receive an individual subdomain, allowing them to present not only their
journalistic work but also themselves to the public. Why is it a good idea to register as a GNA reporter? Because it proves that you are
working for an official press organization. Most freelance journalists have experienced a time when they wanted to report on a certain
event but were denied access because they couldn't present a press pass, a letter confirming assignment or other proof of a legitimate
interest in the event. Thanks to GNA, this is a problem of the past. Every reporter/correspondent may select his/her own beat of choice
and, for a small fee, receives a Report

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-1/general-news-agency-set-to-launch.html

Editorial office and responsibility:
V.i.S.d.P. & Sect. 6 MDStV (German Interstate Media Services Agreement): Michael Warren

Exemption from liability:
The publisher shall assume no liability for the accuracy or completeness of the published report and is merely providing space for the
submission of and access to third-party content. Liability for the content of a report lies solely with the author of such report. Michael
Warren
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